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Oh No
Andrew Bird

Andrew Bird - Oh No
Album: Noble Beast
Standard Tuning (EADGBe)

Intro

finger picking
Eb  Cm (x3)  Eb  Bb

then, with whistling
Fm  Bb (x3) Fm Bb Ab Eb (listen to the song for the timing on the last part)

Verse:
	 Fm			  Bb
In the salsify mains of what was thought but unsaid

	 Eb			     Ab
All the calcified arhythmitists were doing the math

    Fm				 Bb
And it would take a calculated blow to the head

    Eb					 C
To light the eyes of all the harmless sociopaths

   Fm                              Bb
Oh arm and arm we are the harmless sociopaths

   Eb                                 Ab
Oh arm and arm with all the harmless sociopaths

  Fm                      Bb
Calcium mines are buried deep in your chest

        Eb                      C
Oh the calcium mines you buried deep in your chest

Chorus:
Fm    Bb                 Fm     Bb
  Ooh   we re deep in a mine
Fm    Bb            Fm        Bb     (Bb)
  Ooh    a calcium mine, oh no

Bridge:
             Eb                     Cm



so let s get out of here, past the atmosphere

             Eb                              Cm
squint your eyes and no one dies or goes to jail

          Eb                    Cm
past the silver bridge, oh the silver bridge

          Eb                        Bb      (Bb)
wearing nothing but a onesie and a veil

     Chorus (same chords as previous):
Ooh oh deep in a mine, oh no
Ooh oh a calcium mine, oh no

     Mini verse (see first verse for chords):
Arm and arm we are the harmless sociopaths (2x)
In the calcium mines buried deep in your chest (2x)

     Chrous:
Oooh oh deep in a mine, oh no
Oooh oh calcium mines, oh no

     Bridge (same chords as previous):
so let s get out of here
past the atmosphere
squint your eyes and no one dies or goes to jail
past the silver bridge, oh the silver bridge
wearing nothing but a onesie and a veil

 Repeating Eb Cm, whistling
Oh no ..  oh no ... oh no ... oh no


